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Controlling the  
ever-expanding  
IT frontier
Why the demands of a remote-centric 
workforce require endpoint protection 
in the new generation of data lifecycle 
management tools.
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As data privacy has become 
increasingly challenging in  
recent years, the standards for 
collection, storage, and usage  
have continued to evolve and 
become more stringent. 

The world has been shifting towards a more 
remote workforce for years. 
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated this trend and forever upended how we look at work, as well 
as where and on what devices that work is conducted. While employees enjoy upsides like more 
flexibility and independence, IT and governance teams face greater risks to data security and 
privacy as a result of the expanded IT perimeter, as they grapple with the ramifications of having 
more data in transit than ever before. 

The increasing complexity of data management

of workers worked from home for 
five or more days per week during 
the pandemic, an increase from 
17% prior to the pandemic.1  44%

Large volumes of data and sensitive information live not only on company-issued hardware, but also 
across operating systems, apps, networks, and other endpoints that are no longer owned, operated, 
and controlled by the company or protected by their legacy data privacy tools. Working from home 
has exacerbated the sprawl of data across various endpoints and made discovery even more 
complex for IT teams. 

As a result, organizations need a new generation of data lifecycle management solutions capable of 
discovering, classifying, and remediating sensitive data wherever it may live to adequately protect, 
secure, and manage it. 

The accelerated adoption of the remote workforce due to COVID 
restrictions further increases the demand on IT and business 
teams to protect sensitive data from a deluge of cloud-based 
apps, operating systems, and other off-premise networks. 

Several regulatory agreements have risen across state, 
national, and global levels to facilitate the protection 
of sensitive information according to industry needs. 
Standards like HIPAA, GDPR, PCI, and CPRA each have 
their own strict and nuanced requirements that often 
makes compliance difficult. 

1  Mlitz, Kimberly. “Change in remote work trends due to COVID-19 in the United States in 2020.” Statista.com. April 9th, 2021. 
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2  “State of the Firewall Report for 2019.” Firemon.com. 2019. 
3  “2019 VARONIS GLOBAL DATA RISK REPORT.” Varonis.com. 2019. 
4  Hunt, Rachel. “It’s Here! The 2019 Global Data Risk Report Reveals Every Employee has Access to 17 Million Files.” Varonis.com. March 29, 2020.
5 “Sensitive Data in File Sharing Platforms Creates Concerns of Data Leakage.” McAfee.com. December 21, 2016. 

Throughout the greater global workforce, data now lives in a hostile, unmanaged land across 
operating systems like Windows, Linux, and macOS, as well as a mix of online and offline third-party 
data networks. Data management and discovery now must take into account the huge amount of 
sensitive data files that live outside of onsite networks. Managing it is effectively impossible with 
disparate and manual-intensive tools. 

Although many leaders thought work-from-home policies would eventually come to an end, 
organizations are reckoning with up to 25%3 of employees remaining permanently remote. Those 
employees, without the protection of corporate firewalls or other protective measures, have access 
to literally millions of megabytes of sensitive data — all of which dramatically increases the risk of 
unauthorized access or use of it. 

That means organizations must develop a long-term approach to secure millions of megabytes 
of sensitive data that is now accessible by every employee. It’s especially true for Fortune 500 
companies that represent two-thirds of the U.S. GDP and employ 28.7 million people worldwide.

The never-ending work-from-home cycle

of enterprises do not use any form of automation 
to manage their network environments, and 38% 
also still use ad-hoc, manual processes to create 
and track security requests.2  65%

Additionally, with employees working from home, organizations are opting to use a VPN connection 
for more security. This isn’t a 100% safeguard in a remote and semi-unmanageable environment as 
the organization must: 

1. Find the data even when the endpoint is offline

2. Address an endpoint not being connected to the VPN but still moving in transit with sensitive 
data and documentation in tow

3. Prevent copying or sharing of sensitive data 

Research estimates that one person in a Fortune 500 company 
has access to approximately 17 million files  at an average size of 
102.56 MB. Studies also show that of those files4, some 18.1% are 
considered sensitive5,meaning that one singular employee may 
have access to as many as 313 million MB of sensitive data. 
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That figure was even greater —  9 terabytes — at the height of the pandemic, when 100% of 
employees were working remotely. With as much as 25% of the workforce expected to continue 
working remotely or in a hybrid capacity, businesses can expect to have to protect up to 2.2 
terabytes of sensitive data that will be in a vulnerable position.  

Most of this data is unstructured and hard to discover and manage. With that much sensitive data 
floating around, organizations will need to focus on a long-term approach towards protecting data 
that meets the unique challenges created by a remote workforce.

In order to solve these endpoint management issues, organizations must rework everything they 
know about protecting sensitive data in the current business climate

Discover data online and offline
Sensitive data exists anywhere and everywhere within a company’s IT footprint. 
Whether online or offline, companies need the ability to quickly, accurately, and 
reliably discover data wherever it lives— across platforms, operating systems, and 
applications. 

Classify data to comply with industry and regulatory standards 
In addition to more proactive data discovery, businesses must enact a detailed 
classification schema that keeps governance and regulatory standards up to date 
with evolving compliance demands. They’ll need a vendor- or operating system-
agnostic tool set capable of granular data segmentation and automatic policy 
federation across the enterprise.   

Support across operating systems
Protecting sensitive data at the device level is virtually impossible. Instead, 
businesses should look for data lifecycle management tools that apply data 
governance policies across the various operating systems personal devices may 
use, including Windows, Linux, and macOS. 

A purpose-built approach to data  
lifecycle management 

FPO

The Spirion Sensitive Data Platform
Automated discovery
Spirion Sensitive Data Platform can find anything anywhere with a 98.5% accuracy and the lowest 
false positive rate in the industry. This includes sensitive data offline and across any operating system 
including Windows, Linux, and macOS. Additionally, Spirion discovery tools use context-aware sensitive 
data detection and purposeful classification with a range of techniques to automatically identify, quantify, 
and manage areas of privacy risk across every platform, app, or instance where the data resides. 



Spirion has relentlessly solved real data protection problems since 2006 with accurate, contextual discovery of 
structured and unstructured data; purposeful classification; automated real-time risk remediation; and powerful analytics 
and dashboards to give organizations greater visibility into their most at-risk data and assets. Visit us at spirion.com
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Dynamic and persistent classification
Spirion applies labels based on the process in which data is collected, the purpose of the data 
collection, and the privacy preferences of the data subject associated with the data collection. 
Spirion can also tag sensitive data to prevent email technology from sending it or users copying it 
for potentially malicious purposes and making the information vulnerable while it is in transit.  

Automated remediation
Spirion automated data remediation automatically federates data governance policies at the 
operating systems level, rather than for the specific device being used. This allows organizations to 
securely process personal data from collection through disposal including personal data retention, 
log-in, generation, transformation, disclosure, sharing, and disposal. 

Through automated remediation, Spirion helps to mitigate, share, avoid, or accept the risk 
associated with data actions such as data erasure, relocation, anonymization, and pseudonymization 
automatically across the entire IT footprint. 

A solution for the modern office ecosystem
Remote work has been trending upward for years as communication and collaboration technologies 
have made it possible for more jobs to be done from any location. Almost overnight, the coronavirus 
pandemic has forced companies to move to an exclusively remote workforce, which is now estimated 
to become permanent for nearly a quarter of the workforce. 

Visit https://www.spirion.com/products/data-privacy-manager for more 
information or contact us for a free, personalized demo to see it in action.

While remote work may be a fantastic situation for employees, it 
can be a curse for overwhelmed IT and governance teams who must 
now contend with managing more sensitive data in more places and 
across more devices, systems, and platforms than ever before.

An automated data lifecycle management solution is key to 
effectively managing and protecting a rapidly growing volume of 
sensitive data to provide end-to-end coverage for teams no matter 
where they or their data reside.v 


